
Features
■ -3dB bandwidth of 180MHz
■ 70MHz large signal bandwidth (20Vpp)
■ 0.1% settling in 19ns
■ Overdrive protected
■ Output may be current limited
■ Stable without compensation
■ 3MΩ input impedance

Applications
■ Fast, precision A/D conversion
■ Automatic test equipment
■ Input/output amplifiers
■ Photodiode, CCD preamps
■ High-speed modems, radios
■ Line drivers

SPT207
LOW DISTORTION WIDEBAND OP AMP

General Description
The SPT207 is a wideband, low distortion operational amplifier
designed specifically for applications requiring both high speed
and wide dynamic range. Utilizing a proprietary current feedback
architecture, the SPT207 offers performance far superior to that
of conventional voltage feedback op amps.
The most attractive feature of the SPT207 is its extremely low
distortion: -80/-85dBc 2nd/3rd harmonics at 20MHz (2Vpp, RL =
200Ω). The SPT207 also provides -3dB bandwidth of 170MHz at
a gain of +20, settles to 0.1% in 22ns and slews at a rate of 2400V/µs,
yet is unity-gain stable without external compensation. The
combination of these features positions the SPT207 as the right
choice for high speed applications requiring exceptional signal purity.
High speed, high resolution A/D and D/A converter systems
requiring low distortion operation will find the SPT207 an excel-
lent choice. Wide dynamic range systems such as radar and
communication receivers will find that the SPT207’s low harmonic
distortion and low noise make it an attractive high speed solution.
The addition of the SPT207 to the 205/206 Series of high speed
operational amplifiers broadens the selection of features avail-
able from which to choose. The SPT205 offers low power
operation, the SPT206 offers higher drive operation, and the
SPT207 offers operation with extremely low distortion, all of
which are pin compatible and overdrive protected.
The SPT207 is constructed using thin film resistor/bipolar transis-
tor technology, and is available in the following versions:
SPT207AIH -25°C to +85°C 12-pin TO-8 can
SPT207AMH -55°C to +125°C 12-pin TO-8 can, features burn-

in and hermetic testing
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Absolute Maximum Ratings Recommended Operating Conditions

 SPT207 Electrical Characteristics  (Av = +20,Vcc = ±15V, RL = 200Ω, Rf = 2kΩ; unless specified)

Min/max ratings are based on product characterization and simulation. Individual parameters are tested as noted. Outgoing quality levels are
determined from tested parameters.

Absolute Maximum Ratings Recommended Operating Conditions
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 SPT207 Typical Performance Characteristics   (TA = +25°, Av = +20, VCC = ±15V, RL = 200Ω; unless specified)
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Signal Processing Technologies, Inc. reserves the right to change products and specifications without notice. Permission is hereby expressly granted to copy this
literature for informational purposes only. Copying this material for any other use is strictly prohibited. WARNING - LIFE SUPPORT APPLICATIONS POLICY - SPT
products should not be used within Life Support Systems without  the specific written consent of SPT. A Life Support System is a product or system intended to
support or sustain life which, if it fails, can be reasonably expected to result in significant personal injury or death.


